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Abstract: Cohen, Dahmen and DeVore designed in [Adaptive wavelet methods for elliptic operator equations: convergence
rates, Math. Comp., 2001, 70(233), 27–75] and [Adaptive wavelet methods IIbeyond the elliptic case, Found.
Comput. Math., 2002, 2(3), 203–245] a general concept for solving operator equations. Its essential steps are:
transformation of the variational formulation into the well-conditioned infinite-dimensional l2-problem, finding the
convergent iteration process for the l2-problem and finally using its finite dimensional approximation which works
with an inexact right-hand side and approximate matrix–vector multiplication. In our contribution, we pay attention
to approximate matrix–vector multiplication which is enabled by an off-diagonal decay of entries of the wavelet
stiffness matrices. We propose a more efficient technique which better utilizes actual decay of matrix and vector
entries and we also prove that this multiplication algorithm is asymptotically optimal in the sense that storage and
number of floating point operations, needed to resolve the problem with desired accuracy, remain proportional to
the problem size when the resolution of the discretization is refined.
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1. Introduction

Wavelets are a widely accepted tool in signal and image processing as well as in numerical simulations. In the fieldof numerical analysis, methods based on wavelets are successfully used especially for preconditioning of large systemsarising from discretization of elliptic partial differential equations, a sparse representation of some types of operatorsand adaptive solving of partial differential equations. The design of most adaptive wavelet methods follows a generalconcept proposed by Cohen, Dahmen and DeVore in [2, 3]. Its essential steps are:
∗ E-mail: dana.cerna@tul.cz
† E-mail: vaclav.finek@tul.cz
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• To transform a variational formulation into the well-conditioned infinite-dimensional l2-problem.
• To find a convergent iteration process for the l2-problem which works with infinite vectors, an exact right-handside and an exact matrix–vector multiplication.
• To derive a finite dimensional version of the above idealized iteration process. Its main parts are a computation ofan inexact right-hand side, an approximate matrix–vector multiplication and an approximation routine of infinitevectors by finitely supported ones. The algorithm should provide an approximation of the unknown solution upto a given target accuracy ε and the associated computational work should be proportional to the number ofunknowns.

Let Ω ⊂ Rn be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary and H be the Sobolev space Ht(Ω) or Ht0(Ω) for some tdependent on a given problem. We assume that we have at disposal a wavelet Riesz basis {ψλ}λ∈∇ of H to be usedfor a numerical solution of the given elliptic differential equation and that the resulting stiffness matrix A in waveletcoordinates is sparse and exhibits fast off-diagonal decay. These assumptions are usually justified by locality of waveletsand by so-called cancelation property (integration of a function against a wavelet makes vanish the smooth part of thefunction). The index set ∇ ⊂ Z2 incorporates parameters j, k into one, λ. We use |λ| = j to denote the level of thewavelet. A typical biorthogonal wavelet basis of compactly supported functions is given by the shifted dilates of a singlefunction or several functions. For instance for a single function ψ from L2(R), we have the collection of functions
2j/2ψ (2jx− k), j, k ∈ Z,

which forms a Riesz basis of L2(R). The integer j gives the level of the wavelet. The index k determines the location ofthe wavelet. Its support is contained in an interval of diameter c2−j , c is a constant independent of j , centered at thepoint 2−jk .For the numerical treatment of PDEs one needs a basis on a bounded domain. Wavelet bases on a bounded domainare usually constructed in the following way: Wavelets on the real line are adapted to the interval and then by tensorproduct technique to the n-dimensional cube. Finally, by splitting the domain into overlapping or non-overlappingsubdomains which are images of a unit cube under appropriate parametric mappings one can obtain a wavelet basis ora wavelet frame on a fairly general domain. In numerical experiments, we use the biorthogonal wavelets proposed in [1].However, wavelet frames can be employed too [7].
1.1. Matrix–vector multiplication by Cohen, Dahmen and DeVore

In [2], the authors exploited an off-diagonal decay of entries of the wavelet stiffness matrices and designed a numericalroutine APPLY which approximates the exact matrix–vector product with the desired tolerance ε and that has a linearcomputational complexity up to sorting operations. The idea of APPLY for one dimensional problems is the following:To truncate A in scale by zeroing its entries aλλ′ whenever ||λ| − |λ′|| > k , denote the resulting matrix by Ak . At thesame time to sort vector entries v with respect to the size of their absolute values. Let v = (vλ)λ∈∇ be an element of thespace
l2(∇) = {

v = (vλ)λ∈∇ : ∑
λ∈∇

|vλ|2 <∞
}
,

with the norm
‖v‖ = √∑

λ∈∇

|vλ|2 .
One obtains zCDD

k ∈ l2(∇), k ∈ N0, by retaining 2k biggest coefficients in absolute value of v and setting all other equalto zero, and vCDD
k = zCDD

k − zCDD
k−1 with zCDD

−1 = 0. Then one computes an approximation of Av by
Av ≈ wCDD = AK zCDD0 + AK−1(zCDD1 − zCDD0 )+ · · ·+ A0(zCDD

K − zCDD
K−1) (1)
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with the aim to balance both accuracy and computational complexity at the same time. In this method, the parameter Kis gradually increased until the desired estimated precision has been reached. It is also possible to write the scheme inthe form
Av ≈ wCDD

K = K∑
k=0 (AK−k−AK−k−1)zCDD

k = K∑
k=0 AK−kvCDD

k

with A−1 = 0. It remains to choose the parameter K in (1) so that the approximation error is less than a given tolerance ε.We exploit the fact that wavelet representations of differential operators are quasi-sparse and the stiffness matrix iscompressible in the sense of the following definition.
Definition 1.1.A matrix A is called s-compressible, if there are two positive sequences {αj}j≥0 and {βj}j≥0 that are both summable andfor every j ≥ 0 there exists a matrix Ãj with at most 2jnαj nonzero entries per row and column such that

‖A− Ãj‖ ≤ 2−jnsβj and A = ∑
j≥0 (Ãj+1− Ãj ).

The class of s-compressible matrices is denoted by Bs.
For an s-compressible matrix A we obtain an error estimate

∥∥Av − wCDD
K
∥∥ ≤ ‖A‖∥∥∥∥∥v− K∑

k=0 vCDD
k

∥∥∥∥∥+ K∑
l=0 βl2−lns∥∥vCDD

K−l
∥∥,

where the matrix norm ‖ ·‖ is a spectral norm. And we find the smallest K such that the right-hand side is less than ε.The norms ‖A−Aj‖ can be estimated using the Schur lemma [2]. We use the following algorithm:
Algorithm 1.2 (APPLY CDD [A, v, ε] → wε).For j ∈ N0 let ej be such that ‖A−Aj‖ ≤ ej .1. Set p = ⌈2 log2((# supp v)1/2‖v‖∞‖A‖2/ε)⌉ and compute the vector vp from v by thresholding its entries smaller than2−p/2‖v‖∞ and retaining the others.
2. Set q = ⌈log2(# supp vp) + 1⌉ and for k = 0, 1, . . . , q generate vectors vCDD

k by subsequently taking 2k − b2k−1clargest coefficients of v and set others to zero.
3. Compute the smallest K such that ‖A‖∥∥∥∥∥v− K∑

k=0 vCDD
k

∥∥∥∥∥+ K∑
l=0 el

∥∥vCDD
K−l
∥∥ ≤ ε.

4. Compute wε = K∑
k=0 AK−kvCDD

k .
Here d ·e denotes the ceiling function and b ·c denotes the floor function. The thresholding in the first step of thealgorithm was not a part of the original method. We perform it to reduce the computational work and then this methodis better comparable to other methods, where the thresholding is also a part of algorithms.
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1.2. Matrix–vector multiplication by Dijkema, Schwab, and Stevenson

Sorting of elements of the vector v has the complexity N logN, where N is the support size of v, while all other partsof the algorithm for an adaptive solution of operator equations from [3] have a linear computational complexity. In [7],a binning and approximate sorting strategy was used to eliminate the log-term in these sorting costs and then anasymptotically optimal (linear) algorithm was obtained. The idea is as follows: Reorder the elements of v into sets
V0, . . . , Vq, where vλ ∈ Vi if and only if 2−i−1‖v‖ < |vλ| ≤ 2−i‖v‖, 0 ≤ i < q. Eventual remaining elements are put intothe set Vq. Then subsequently generate vectors vCDD

k by successively extracting 2k−b2k−1c elements from ⋃i Vi, startingwith V0 and when it is empty continuing with V1 and so forth. An optimized version of the above approach was proposedin [6]. The indices of v are stored in buckets, depending on the modulus of the corresponding wavelet coefficients in thefollowing way:
vλ ∈ vDSS

k ⇐⇒ 2−(k+1)/2‖v‖∞ < |vλ| ≤ 2−k/2‖v‖∞.
Then for all v ∈ l2(∇), we compute the approximate matrix vector product by ∑K

k=0 Ajk vk , where jk ∈ N0 are solutions of
K∑
k=0 cjk# vDSS

k → min!, K∑
k=0 ejk

∥∥vDSS
k
∥∥ ≤ ε − δ, δ = ‖A‖∥∥∥∥∥v − K∑

k=0 vDSS
k

∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ ε2 ,
where Aj and ej are matrices and constants such that ‖A−Aj‖ ≤ ej and cj are upper bounds for the number of non-zeroentries in each column of Aj . To estimate constants ej , the Schur lemma can be applied. The aim is to minimize thenumber of arithmetic operations. If the matrix A is s-compressible, then optimal value of jk can be computed by thefollowing formula:

jk = log2
( ∥∥vDSS

k
∥∥# supp vDSS
k

)1/(s+1)( D
ε − δ

K∑
l=1
∥∥vDSS

l
∥∥1/(s+1)(# supp vDSS

l
)s/(s+1))1/s, (2)

where constants s and D satisfy the inequality ej ≤ D2−js. The algorithm then looks as follows:
Algorithm 1.3 (APPLY DSS [A, v, ε] → wε).For j ∈ N0 let ej be such that ‖A−Aj‖ ≤ ej . Compute s = log2 mean ej /ej+1 and D = maxj ej2js.1. Set q = ⌈2 log2(# supp v)1/2‖v‖∞‖A‖2/ε⌉.2. Group the elements of v into the sets v0, . . . , vq, where vλ ∈ vi if and only if

2−(i+1)/2‖v‖∞ < |vλ| ≤ 2−i/2‖v‖∞, 0 ≤ i < q. (3)
Possible remaining elements put into vq.

3. Compute the smallest K such that δ = ‖A‖∥∥∥∥v− K∑
k=0 vDSS

k

∥∥∥∥ ≤ ε2 .
4. Compute j0, . . . , jq by formula (2).
5. Compute wε = K∑

k=0 Ajk v
DSS
k .
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1.3. New method of a matrix–vector multiplication

We propose a different approach. We trace the actual decay of matrix and vector entries and then the actual number ofentries in vk depends on these decays. Let us denote
SAk = max {|aλλ′ | : ||λ| − |λ′|| = k}. (4)

Then we multiply the matrix A0 with vector entries greater than given tolerance ε, the matrix A1−A0 with vector entriesgreater than ε/SA1 , and so on up to the matrix AK − AK−1 with vector entries greater than ε/SAK . In the case where
SAk = 0 for some k , we can formally define ε/SAk = ∞ and no multiplications with matrix Ak − Ak−1 are necessary.More precisely, let

zεk = {
vλ : |vλ| > ε

SAk

}
, zε−1 = 0, vεk = zεk − zεk−1, (5)

w̃ε = K∑
k=0 (AK−k−AK−k−1)zεk = K∑

k=0 AK−k (zεk − zεk−1) = K∑
k=0 AK−kvεk . (6)

For the matrices A ∈ Bs, 0 < s < smax, it holds that SAk → 0 for k → ∞, details will be discussed in Section 3. Then
K is the smallest number such that vεk is empty for all k > K .We propose two schemes in this paper. The first scheme yields a vector wε such that ‖Av−wε‖ ≤ ε and it uses an errorestimate similar to the error estimates in the two previous methods. It will be proved in Section 4 that the proposedapproach guarantees the estimate

‖Av− w̃ε‖ ≤ Cε (7)
with the constant C independent of ε. Thus we can successively decrease the tolerance ε so that after some decreasingsteps the target accuracy is met.
Algorithm 1.4 (APPLY CF1 [A, v, ε] → wε).For j ∈ N0 let ej be such that ‖A−Aj‖ ≤ ej .1. Set SAk = max {|aλλ′ | : | |λ|− |λ′| | = k}.
2. Set G = 1.1 and δ = blog2 ε/ log2 Gc. Compute w̃Gδ according to (5) and (6).
3. While ‖A‖

∥∥∥∥∥v− K∑
k=0 vGδk

∥∥∥∥∥+ K∑
l=0 ej

∥∥vGδK−l∥∥ > ε compute δ := δ − 1 and w̃Gδ end while.
The convergence of this scheme is a consequence of (7). Our second approach is based on ideas of the half step method(Richardson extrapolation). This scheme does not guarantee that the error is less or equal to ε, but the error ‖Av−wε‖equals ε asymptotically and is very efficient.
Algorithm 1.5 (APPLY CF2 [A, v, ε] → wε).For j ∈ N0 let ej be such that ‖A−Aj‖ ≤ ej .1. Set SAk = max {|aλλ′ | : | |λ|− |λ′| | = k}.
2. Set G = 1.1 and δ = blog2 ε/ log2 Gc. Compute w1 = w̃Gδ and w2 = w̃2Gδ according to (5) and (6).
3. While ‖w1 − w2‖ > ε compute δ := δ − 1 and w1 = w̃Gδ , w2 = w̃2Gδ according to (5) and (6) end while.
4. wε = w1.
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In both schemes, the parameter G determines how much bins change. We choose G so that the bins do not change toomuch, but other choices are possible. For example, it can depend on the estimated error. We should also notice thatin the third step of both schemes it is not necessary to evaluate completely (6) but only differences from the previousiteration need to be evaluated.The main difference of our methods and methods from [2, 6] consists in the definition of bins. The methods proposedin [2, 6] use parameters k and jk respectively to control precision, while bins (buckets) remain fixed. We use here variablebins which provides greater flexibility.
Remark 1.6.In adaptive wavelet methods, entries aλλ′ are needed for computation only if vλ′ is an active coefficient (large enoughto be used in matrix–vector multiplication). Therefore, we can compute solely the approximation S̃Ak from entries whichare used for computation. The initial approximation can be computed from matrix entries aλλ′ corresponding to severallargest entries of the vector v and consequently S̃Ak can be updated regularly after each matrix vector multiplication.Numerical performance of the scheme with S̃Ak is discussed in Section 5.
The paper is organized as follows: First we shortly review nonlinear approximations and quasi-sparse matrices. Thenwe prove that our multiplication technique is asymptotically optimal in the sense that the storage and the number offloating point operations, needed to resolve the problem with a desired accuracy, remains proportional to the problemsize when the resolution of the discretization is refined. And at the end, we present numerical examples to compare ourapproach with approaches proposed in [2] and [6].We use the following notations: The relation a ∼ b means that ca ≤ b ≤ Ca with constants c, C which are independentof any parameters on which a or b may depend. Likewise, the notation b . a for b ≤ Ca, and b & a is naturallydefined as b ≥ ca. The relation a ≈ b means that a is approximately equal to b.
2. N-term approximation

Wavelet theory offers a simple tool to decompose the target function into an infinite series. Then, it is possible toapproximate the target function by selecting terms of this series. If we take partial sums of this series, we have a linearapproximation. However, it is also possible to select terms of this series in dependence on the target function and tocontrol only the number of terms to be selected. This is a nonlinear approximation called N-term approximation. Werecall some results relevant to our analysis.For N = 1, 2, . . ., let ΣN = ⋃
{l2(Λ) : # Λ ≤ N}. Then, ΣN is the subset of l2(∇) consisting of all sequences with atmost N nonzero elements, where l2(∇) is the space consisting of the power summable sequences and ∇ is an infiniteindex set. Given v ∈ l2(∇), we introduce the error of the best N-term approximation

σN (v) = inf
w∈ΣN‖v−w‖.

So, we simply take N largest elements of v in absolute value. Apparently this best approximation is not unique.For s > 0, let us denote by As the set of all sequences v ∈ l2(∇) such that
‖v‖As = sup

N≥0 (N+1)sσN (v)
is finite, where σ0(v) = ‖v‖. Then, As contains all sequences which can be approximated with order O(N−s) by N-termapproximation. Next we want to characterize As.For n > 0, let v∗n be the n-th largest element of the sequence |v|. Then, for 0 < τ < 2, we define lwτ (∇) (called weak lτ )as the set of all sequences v ∈ l2(∇) for which

|v|lwτ (∇) = sup
n>0 n1/τv∗n
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is finite. A norm of this space is defined by ‖v‖lwτ (∇) = |v|lwτ (∇) + ‖v‖. Further, we can easily characterize lwτ (∇),
v ∈ lwτ (∇) ⇐⇒ # {λ : |vλ| ≥ ε} ≤ |v|τlwτ (∇)ε−τ, (8)

and the following result characterizes the set As.
Theorem 2.1.
Given s > 0, let τ be defined by 1

τ = s+ 12 . (9)
Then the sequence v belongs to As if and only if v ∈ lwτ (∇) and ‖v‖As ∼ ‖v‖lwτ (∇) with constants of equivalency
depending only on τ when τ tends to zero. In particular, if v ∈ lwτ (∇), then

σn(v) ≤ C ‖v‖lwτ (∇)n−s, n = 1, 2, . . . , (10)
with the constant C depending only on τ when τ tends to zero.

For the proof of this theorem and for further details on nonlinear approximation, we refer to [5].
Remark 2.2.The space lwτ (∇) is very close to the space lτ (∇). More precisely, for any τ and η such that 0 < τ < τ + η < 2 wehave [2]

lτ (∇) ⊂ lwτ (∇) ⊂ lτ+η(∇) ⊂ l2(∇).
Conditions like v ∈ lwτ (∇) or v ∈ lτ (∇) describe smoothness properties of the function v . Let Ψ be a wavelet basisof H ⊂ Ht(Ω), Ω ⊂ Rn be a domain, v be the coefficient vector with respect to Ψ of a function v ∈ H, Bsn+t

τ (Lτ (Ω))denote a Besov space, and constants s and τ be related by (9). Then
v ∈ lτ (∇) ⇐⇒ v ∈ Bsn+t

τ (Lτ (Ω)).
Parameter s depends on the smoothness and the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet basis. In [2], it is statedthat the matrix A is s-compressible for

s = min{σn − 12 , 2t + 2Ñ
n

}
,

where Ñ is the number of vanishing wavelet moments for Ψ and σ is from (14). In [8], it was shown that in the case of aspline-wavelet basis the matrix A is s-compressible for s > (N− t)/n, where N is the order of the spline.
3. Quasi-sparse matrices

Let H be a real Hilbert space with the inner product 〈 · , · 〉H and the induced norm ‖ ·‖H . Let A : H → H ′ be a linear,selfadjoint and H-elliptic differential operator. Then
a(v, w) = 〈Av, w〉H . ‖v‖H‖w‖H and a(v, v) ∼ ‖v‖2H .

By the Lax–Milgram theorem, A is an isomorphism from H to H ′, i.e. there exist positive constants cA and CA such that
cA‖v‖H ≤ ‖Av‖H′ ≤ CA‖v‖H , v ∈ H. (11)
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Therefore, the equation Au = f has for any f ∈ H ′ a unique solution. In the following we assume that Ψ = {ψλ : λ ∈ ∇}is a wavelet basis in H. Then, there exist positive constants cΨ and CΨ such that
cΨ‖v‖ ≤ ‖vTΨ‖H ≤ CΨ‖v‖, v ∈ l2(∇), (12)

and consequently
Au = f ⇔ Bu = f, (13)where B = 〈AΨ,Ψ〉 is a biinfinite stiffness matrix, u = uTΨ and f = 〈f,Ψ〉. From (11) and (12) it follows that thecondition number of matrix B is bounded by
κ(B) ≤ C 2ΨCA

c2ΨcA < +∞.
Consider the case when H is a subspace of the Sobolev space Ht(Ω), Ω ⊂ Rn. Then for the large class of ellipticoperators, the stiffness matrix in an appropriate wavelet basis exhibits decay estimates of the form

|bλλ′ | ≤ cB2−||λ|−|λ′||σ, (14)
with σ > n/2 (n is the spatial dimension) and B = (bλλ′ )λ,λ′∈∇. Estimates in this form hold whenever the underlyingprimal wavelet basis is sufficiently smooth and the wavelets have adequate cancelation properties. For details see [2, 4].In the following we will assume that estimate (14) holds for some σ > n/2. Due to this decay estimate, the matrix B canbe approximated by a sparse matrix. We use here a technique proposed in [2]. We define Bj similarly to Aj in Section 1.For every j ∈ N we apply truncation in scale by defining Bj = (bjλλ′ )λ,λ′∈∇ as

bjλλ′ = {bλλ′ if ||λ| − |λ′|| ≤ j,0 otherwise. (15)
Theorem 3.1.
Let σ > n/2, s ≤ σ/n − 1/2, and the matrix B satisfy the decay estimate (14). Then, for every j ∈ N the matrix Bj
contains at most 2jn nonzero entries in each row and column and provides the approximation efficiency

‖B−Bj‖ ≤ C2−jns. (16)
Thus B ∈ Bs.

The proof of this theorem in more general form can be found in [2].
4. Matrix–vector multiplication

The main result of this paper is the improved matrix–vector multiplication in adaptive wavelet methods and a proof of itsoptimality.
Definition 4.1.Let B ∈ Bs, v ∈ As and ε > 0 be a given tolerance. A multiplication scheme is called optimal if it produces a vector wεsuch that ‖Av−wε‖ ≤ ε or ‖Av−wε‖ ≈ ε and

# suppwε . ε−1/s, # flopswε . ε−1/s,
where # flopswε denotes the number of floating point operations used for computation of wε .
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The optimality of our scheme follows from the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2.
If the matrix B satisfies the decay estimate (14) for σ > n/2, and belongs to the class Bs with s = σ/n− 1/2, v ∈ lwτ (∇),
ε > 0, then w̃ε defined by (6) satisfies

‖Bv− w̃ε‖ . ε and # supp w̃ε . ε−1/s(‖v‖lwτ (∇) +1)1/s
with constants s and τ related by (9). Moreover, the approximation w̃ε can be computed with Cε−1/s(‖v‖lwτ (∇) + 1)1/s
arithmetic operations.

Proof. For j > 0 we define Bj by (15) and cBj = 2jσSBj , where SBj is given by (4). Let us note that constants cBj arebounded due to (14). Let K ≥ 0, δ = 2−Kσ2jσ and zδk be given by (5). Using the characterization (8), and the equality
τσ = n, we have

#{λ : |vλ| ≥ 2jσ
cBj 2Kσ

}
≤ |v|τlwτ (∇) c

τ
Bj 2Kστ2jστ = |v|τlwτ (∇) c

τ
Bj 2Kn2jn . (17)

Separating entries vλ of v according to 2−Kσ2jσ /cBj 2−l < |vλ| ≤ 2−Kσ2jσ /cBj 2−l+1 for l ∈ N, using (8), the inequality
sτ = 1− τ/2 > 0, and the equality τσ = n, we obtain

‖v− vj‖l2 ≤
∞∑
l=1

2−Kσ2jσ
cBj

2−l+1|v|τ/2lwτ (∇) c
τ/2
Bj 2Kστ/22jστ/2 2lτ/2 ≤ C |v|τ/2lwτ (∇) c−sτBj 2−Kns+jns.

Let w̃δ
K be given by (6). Then

Bv− w̃δ
K = ∞∑

k=K+1(Bk+1−Bk )v + K∑
k=0 (Bk+1−Bk )(v− zk ) (18)

and
‖Bv− w̃δ

K‖ ≤
∞∑

k=K+1‖Bk+1−Bk‖‖v‖lwτ (∇) + K∑
k=0 ‖Bk+1−Bk‖‖v− zk‖l2(∇)

≤ 2−Kns‖v‖lwτ (∇)
∞∑
k=1 2−knsβK+k + K∑

k=0 2−kns βk C |v|τ/2lwτ (∇) c−sτBk 2−Kns 2kns
≤ 2−Kns‖v‖lwτ (∇)

∞∑
k=1 2−knsβK+k + C |v|τ/2lwτ (∇) 2−Kns K∑

k=0 c
−sτ
Bk βk . 2−Kns(‖v‖lwτ (∇) + 1).

From the compressibility of matrix B and from estimate (17), we can conclude that the number NK of nonzero entriesof wK can be estimated by
NK ≤

K∑
k=1 2knαk |v|τlwτ (∇)cτBk 2Kn−kn . 2Kn.

The number of arithmetic operations needed to compute wK can be estimated as NK and thus this multiplication algorithmis optimal. Finally, we reformulate our estimates in terms of a prescribed tolerance and the proof is complete.
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5. Numerical test

At the end, we present numerical tests of the proposed approximate matrix–vector multiplication technique and compare itwith the techniques of [2, 6]. In numerical experiments, we employ the stiffness matrices corresponding to discretization ofone-dimensional Poisson equation in wavelet coordinates. We used quadratic and cubic spline–wavelet bases satisfyinghomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions from [1]. We call them (M,N) wavelet bases, where the first parameter isthe order of the spline, i.e. M = 3 means quadratic spline–wavelet basis and M = 4 means cubic spline–wavelet basis.The parameter N denotes the number of vanishing wavelet moments, for definition and details see [1, 4]. We considerthe problem
−u′′ = f in (−1, 1), u(−1) = u(1) = 0,

where the solution u is given by
u(x) = e50x + e−50x

e50 , x ∈ (−1, 1).
This function exhibits steep gradient at both boundaries. This problem is equivalent to the l2-problem Au = f , where
A = 〈Ψ′,Ψ′〉, u = uTΨ, f = 〈f,Ψ〉, and 〈 · , · 〉 denotes the standard L2 inner product. For a solution to this problem, it isnecessary to approximate Av, where v is a finitely supported approximation of u. We set a maximum level such that thenumber of basis functions is approximately 215 in each example. A finitely supported approximation f̂ of the right-handside of f is frequently used as an initial vector in iterative methods for solving the above system of linear equations. Wecompute f̂ as a coefficient vector in a wavelet basis with about 215 functions. We use a routine APPLY for computationof wε for the desired accuracy ε, an input matrix A, and an input vector v = f̂ .For the basis used and the above Poisson equation in one dimension it holds for the parameter s from Theorem 4.2that s > M − 1, where M is the order of the spline [8]. We also implemented and tested modification from Remark 1.6for schemes CF1 and CF2. The values S̃Ak were close to SAk and for higher precisions, they were exactly the same.Therefore the obtained results were very similar for any scheme with exact and inexact values of SAk . It suggests thatin computations it is not necessary to compute exactly SAk which requires complete knowledge of matrix A.The scheme DSS from [6] depends on constants s and D contained in (2). They can be determined from the theory orcomputed from the estimates of ‖A−Aj‖ ≤ ej . We used the second approach in numerical experiments, because it ledto better results. Let us note that the performance of this scheme is very sensitive to the constant s and to the tightnessof the inequalities ej ≤ D2−js for all j .Schemes CF1, CDD and DSS depend on estimates of ‖A−Aj‖. Since the computation of exact values is very timeconsuming (even as preprocessing), the estimates were obtained by the Schur lemma. Several estimates were comparedwith exact values and it seems that the estimates are in a good agreement with exact values.
Table 1. Errors of matrix–vector multiplications Af̂ − wε for a (3, 3) wavelet

CF2 CF1 DSS CDD
ε # ‖Af̂ −wε‖ # ‖Af̂ −wε‖ # ‖Af̂ −wε‖ # ‖Af̂ −wε‖4−1 422 0.18218818 2274 0.01738885 3660 0.02659746 3720 0.014953924−2 1150 0.04663941 6092 0.00466829 11788 0.01034469 8164 0.005174164−3 3434 0.00892151 17068 0.00100727 26194 0.00187321 32838 0.000645884−4 9838 0.00232869 46966 0.00024029 64840 0.00048454 68884 0.000227114−5 23792 0.00063134 123558 0.00005408 144186 0.00010571 144180 0.000077114−6 74758 0.00013470 190888 0.00001483 257382 0.00002471 255346 0.000016504−7 144820 0.00003715 245104 0.00000379 325602 0.00000573 415304 0.000000914−8 209342 0.00000876 301124 0.00000092 403450 0.00000154 503264 0.00000030
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In all tables, the first column represents the required precision ε of the multiplication Af̂ . Columns denoted by CF1contain results obtained by the algorithm CF1, columns denoted by CF2 contain results obtained by the algorithm CF2,columns denoted by DSS contain results obtained by the algorithm DSS proposed in [6], and columns denoted by CDDcontain results obtained by the algorithm CDD proposed in [2].The presented results confirm that the proposed approximate matrix–vector multiplication technique is more efficient thanthe methods proposed in [2, 6]. Advantages of our approach consist in greater flexibility enabled by moving vector entriesbetween different bins. Proposed schemes are less dependent on estimated constants in comparison with the schemeDSS, and especially the scheme CF2 with continuously updated S̃Ak does not require any estimated constants but itserror in not guaranteed. In the presented tables, the required error for scheme CF2 was exceeded only in three cases.
Table 2. Errors of matrix–vector multiplications Af̂ −wε for a (3, 5) wavelet

CF2 CF1 DSS CDD
ε # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖4−1 428 0.18418739 1394 0.01606422 3882 0.03698034 2089 0.013769234−2 1044 0.02185430 3816 0.00293754 8438 0.00789119 4743 0.003113404−3 1130 0.02313159 8108 0.00085504 19510 0.00217141 9813 0.001093884−4 4174 0.00256844 24418 0.00018637 42724 0.00038622 38133 0.000136454−5 8024 0.00086479 56974 0.00004847 94850 0.00008840 80201 0.000047824−6 24702 0.00017751 139826 0.00001105 207014 0.00002311 162998 0.000015864−7 93552 0.00003062 180022 0.00000322 265636 0.00000685 285360 0.000002514−8 141128 0.00000909 219472 0.00000082 326100 0.00000135 386874 0.00000011

Table 3. Errors of matrix–vector multiplications Af̂ − wε for a (4, 4) wavelet

CF2 CF1 DSS CDD
ε # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖4−1 266 0.33634713 1548 0.02254129 2752 0.02981286 4877 0.003332554−2 1356 0.02941097 3028 0.00589396 4764 0.00542768 5087 0.003317804−3 2046 0.01357950 5718 0.00130084 8744 0.00120105 11259 0.000490884−4 4038 0.00269878 11336 0.00025997 18446 0.00024453 23523 0.000086214−5 7522 0.00058948 21950 0.00005509 37966 0.00007653 24821 0.000085804−6 14182 0.00013683 40210 0.00001372 65908 0.00001483 52233 0.000015184−7 26842 0.00003237 67076 0.00000326 113130 0.00000365 106415 0.000002684−8 53458 0.00000676 125684 0.00000084 214458 0.00000096 213222 0.00000047

Table 4. Errors of matrix–vector multiplications Af̂−wε for a (4, 6) wavelet

CF2 CF1 DSS CDD
ε # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖ # ‖Af̂−wε‖4−1 138 0.20558102 638 0.02438710 1138 0.00975604 2150 0.002565754−2 424 0.06364064 1320 0.00516745 2428 0.00646561 2234 0.002557094−3 890 0.01358267 2660 0.00125970 5002 0.00092833 5152 0.000398134−4 1978 0.00279093 4990 0.00027406 8290 0.00028929 10668 0.000068334−5 3538 0.00055681 9152 0.00006631 16220 0.00009248 11492 0.000068124−6 6746 0.00011099 16188 0.00001378 27272 0.00002092 23374 0.000012104−7 12500 0.00002790 29808 0.00000348 51924 0.00000515 49032 0.000002144−8 20288 0.00000983 53798 0.00000077 94058 0.00000146 97860 0.00000038
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